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Introduction

In recent year there has been a burst of activities re
garding post-quantum cryptography, the interest of
such a ﬁeld has become even more obvious since the
recent attacks on the discrete logarithm problem in
small characteristic [2]. These attacks show that ﬁnd
ing new attacks on classical cryptographic systems is
always a possibility and that it is important not have
all its eggs in the same basket.

In this paper we present rank-based cryptogra
phy and discuss its interest relatively to other
post-quantum families of cryptosystems like for in
stance code (Hamming)-based cryptography or lattice
(Euclidean)-based cryptography. We also survey re
cent interesting results for this metric and show that
rank based cryptography has many advantages and is
a credible alternative to classical cryptography, when
not so many alternatives are possible. In particular
we present recent cryptosystems like the encryption
LRPC scheme or the RankSign signature algorithm
which are both fast algorithm with small size of key
of only a few hundred bits. We also consider the secu
rity of the general cryptographic problem, the Rank
Decoding problem and highlights upcoming results on
its security both theoretical and practical.

Among potential candidate for alternative cryptogra
phy, lattice-based and code-based cryptography are
strong candidates. Rank-based cryptography relies
on the diﬃculty of decoding error-correcting codes
embedded with the rank metric (codes over exten
sion ﬁelds of type GF (q m )), when code-based cryp
tography relies on diﬃcult problems related to errorcorrecting codes embedded with the Hamming metric
(often over small ﬁelds GF (q)) and when lattice-based
Keys words: Public key cryptosystem, rank cryptography is mainly based on the study of q-ary
metric, error-correcting codes
lattices, which can be seen as codes over rings of type
Z/qZ (for large q), embedded with the Euclidean dis
tance.
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Before going into more details on rank-based cryptog
raphy, let us try to have a more general point of view
on problems involved in post-quantum cryptography:
lattice-based cryptography, code-based cryptography
or multivariate based cryptography.
Consider H a random (n − k) × n matrix over a cer
1

tain structure K which can be a ﬁeld or a ring for linear system.
instance. Consider also a syndrome s, a random el
The point of view proposed here, also shows that
ement of K n−k and suppose one wants to solve the
lattice-based cryptography and code-based cryptogra
following prolem:
phy problems can be seen as particular cases of some
Is it easy to ﬁnd x in K n such that H.xt = s ?
distance based cryptography problems depending on
which distance is used. In that sense rank-based cryp
The answer is generally ’yes’, indeed in order to ﬁnd tography which solely consists in considering another
such an x there may be several approaches. A ﬁrst type of distance, the rank distance, is at the same
approach consists in solving the set of equations in level that lattice-based and code-based cryptography.
duced by the problem H.xt = s with x(x1 , · · · , xn ) Eventually the only meaningful diﬀerences between
as unknowns, in general since H is random there these types of cryptographical problems are the prop
will be solution with a very strong probability. An erties induced by the considered distances (Euclidean,
other approach would consist in picking a random Hamming or Rank), which have their advantages and
(n − k) × (n − k) submatrix H ' of H by picking n − k drawbacks. In particular the main diﬀerence between
random columns of H and then try to invert H ' , which distances is that in the case of Hamming or rank dis
is invertible with a good probability since H is ran tance the distance between two words is bounded by
dom. Then a particular solution x' can be computed the length of a code, when for Euclidean distance there
as x' = H '−1 and zeros are added to complete x' is no limitation and if one considers a very large al
(which has length n − k) into x of length n.
phabet it is possible to obtain distance exponential
Hence we see that solving this problem is an easy task in the dimension of a lattice. This latter property of
which can be done in polynomial time in n. Now the distance induces all the diﬀerent and subtile pos
what happens when we slightly modify the problem sible type of approximations, which are not possible
? We can do this for instance in two diﬀerent ways. with rank or Hamming distance and makes the vari
A ﬁrst way consists in adding some constraints: sup ety of lattice-based cryptography. In the last section
pose we want not only H.xt = s but also that x has of this paper we will consider some advantages and
a weight constraint, like for instance x has a small drawbacks of rank-based cryptography.
weight (the distance of x to the null vector) for a par
ticular distance over K n , like for instance the Ham
ming distance, the Euclidean distance or the rank dis
tance. In that case the problem becomes more diﬃcult
since the approaches we described previously do not
deal well with weight constraints and in fact for the
three cited distance the problem becomes NP-hard,
and depending on the distance considered we obtain
the main problems on which are based lattice-based
cryptography (Euclidean distance), code-based cryp
tography (Hamming distance) and rank-based cryp
tography (rank distance).
Another way to modify the problem would be to con
sider not linear equations as in H.xt = s but quadratic
equations, then again the problem becomes diﬃcult to
solve and corresponds to the main problem used for
multivariate cryptography the MQ problem.
Hence we saw how the main problems used for postquantum cryptography can be seen as simple varia
tions on the same unique simple problem: solving a

1.2

Historical background on rank metric

Besides the notion of Hamming distance for errorcorrecting codes and the notion of Euclidean distance
for lattices, the concept of rank metric was intro
duced in 1951 by Loo-Keng Hua [25] as an “arith
metic distance” for matrices over a ﬁeld Fq . Given
two n × n matrices A and B over a ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq ,
the rank distance between A and B is deﬁned as
dR (A, B) = Rank(A − B). In 1978, Delsarte deﬁned
[9] the notion of rank distance on the set of bilinear
forms (which can also be seen as the set of rectan
gular matrices). He derived a Singleton-type bound
for these codes and gave a construction of optimal
matrix codes meeting this bound. A matrix code over
Fq for the rank metric is deﬁned as the set of Fq -linear
combinations of a set M of m × n matrices over Fq .
Such codes are linear over Fq and the number k of
independent matrices in M, is bounded from above

by nm. Then in 1985, Gabidulin introduced in [13] 2 Background
on rank metric
the notion of rank codes in vector representation (as
codes and cryptography
opposed to matrix representation) over an extension
ﬁeld FQ of Fq (for Q = q m ). A rank code C[n, k] of
length n and dimension k over FQ in vector represen 2.1 Deﬁnitions and notation
tation is deﬁned as a subspace over FQ of dimension
Let q be a power of a prime p, m an integer and let Vn
k of FnQ .
be a n dimensional vector space over the ﬁnite ﬁeld
Since then, rank metric codes have been used in many GF(q m ) = F m . Let β = (β , . . . , β ) be a basis of
q
1
m
applications: for coding theory and space-time codes GF (q m ) over GF (q). Let F be the map from GF (q m )
i
and also for cryptography. Until now the main tool to GF (q) where F (x) is the i-th coordinate of x in the
i
for rank based cryptography relied on masking the basis β. To any v = (v , . . . , v ) in V we associate
1
n
n
Gabidulin codes [14] in diﬀerent ways and using the the matrix v ∈ M (F ) in which v = F (v ). The
m,n q
i,j
i j
McEliece (or Niederreiter) setting with these codes. rank weight of a vector v can be deﬁned as the rank of
Meanwhile most of the systems were broken by using the associated matrix v. If we name this value rank(v)
structural attacks which use the particular structure we can have a distance between two vectors x, y using
of the Gabidulin codes ([29], [12], [5], [23] - see also the formula rd(x, y) = rank(x − y). We refer to [24]
[12]). A similar situation exists in the Hamming case for more details on codes for the rank distance.
for which most of cryptosystems based on the ReedSolomon have been broken for the same reason: the A rank code C of length n and dimension k over
m
m n
Reed-Solomon are so structured that their structure GF (q ) is a subspace of dimension k of GF (q )
is diﬃcult to mask and there is always structural in embedded with rank metric. The minimum rank dis
tance of the code C is the minimum rank of non-zero
formation leaking.
vectors of the code. One also considers the usual
Recently a new family of decodable codes in rank met inner product which allows to deﬁne the notion of
ric was proposed in [15], namely the LRPC codes. dual code. An important notion which diﬀers from
The basic idea to decode these codes is similar to the the Hamming distance, is the notion of support. Let
NTRU decryption method [21] or the LDPC approach x = (x , x , · · · , x ) ∈ GF (q m )n be a vector of rank r.
1 2
n
and only uses the fact of knowing a dual matrix with We denote by E :=< x , x , · · · , x >, the GF (q)-sub
1 2
n
low weight in order to decode (or decrypt) the code. vector space of GF (q m ) generated by the coordinates
The advantage of this approach is that the induced of x, {x , x , · · · , x }. The vector space E is called
1 2
n
structure is very poor compared to very structured the support of x. In the following, C is a rank metric
codes like Reed-Solomon or Gabidulin codes. For in code of length n and dimension k over GF (q m ). The
stance, the NTRU cryptosystem has never really been matrix G denotes a k × n generator matrix of C and
attacked for almost 20 years (nor has the more recent H one of its parity check matrix. At last, the notion
MDPC cryptosystem [26], an analog of the NTRU of isometry which in Hamming metric corresponds
cryptosystem with LDPC codes for Hamming distance to the action on the code of n × n permutation matri
and with small public keys of 4, 800 bits).
ces, is replaced for rank metric by the action of n × n
In this paper we ﬁrst review in Section 2, basic facts invertible matrices over the base ﬁeld GF (q).
about rank metric and the diﬃculty of decoding rank
metric codes, then we consider LRPC codes in Sec
tion 3 and their application to cryptography in Sec 2.2 Diﬃcult problem for rank-based cryp
tion 4, sections 5 and 6 deal with authentication and
tography
signature with rank metric, at last section 7 consider
the advantages and potential limitations of rank-based The main problem used for rank codes in the crypto
cryptography.
graphic context is the generalization of the classical
syndrome decoding problem with Hamming distance
in the case of rank metric:

(k+1)m

(n−k)3 m3 q (r−1)l n J )) and took the value of n into
account and were used to break some repaired versions
of the GPT cryposystem. The idea of the latter new
approach is to use the notion of support of a word in
The computational complexity of the RSD problem rank metric and then applying the classical Informa
has been an open problem for more than 30 years and tion Set Decoding [3] approach with this generalized
has been proven NP-hard with a randomized reduc notion of support.
tion in [19]. The general idea of the approach is to - algebraic attacks: the particular nature of rank
plunge a random binary code (for the Hamming dis metric makes it a natural ﬁeld for algebraic attacks
tance) into a rank code over a larger ﬁeld K by multi and solving by Groebner basis, since these attacks are
plying all the columns of the binary code by random largely independent of the value of q and in some cases
elements of K. The proof then shows that decoding may also be largely independent on m. These attacks
the plunged code for rank distance permits to decode are usually the most eﬃcient ones when q increases.
(with a very good probability) the binary code.
There exist diﬀerent type of algebraic equations set
tings to try to solve a multivariate system with Groeb
ner basis. The algebraic context proposed by Levy
2.3
Complexity of the rank decoding and Perret [22] in 2006 considers a quadratic setting
over GF (q) by taking as unknowns the support E of
problem
the error and the error coordinates regarding E. It
The complexity of practical attacks grows very fast is also possible to consider the Kernel attack by [10]
with the size of parameters, there is a structural rea and the minor approach [11] which give multivariate
son for this: for Hamming distance a key notion in equations of degree r + 1 over GF (q) obtained from
the attacks is counting the number of words of length minors of matrices At last, more recently the annu
lator setting by Gaborit et al. in [18] (which is valid
n and support size t, which corresponds
pnn to the notion of Newton binomial coeﬃcient t , whose value on certain type of parameters but may not be inde
is exponential and upper bounded by 2n . In the case pendent on m) give multivariate sparse equations of
of rank metric, counting the number of possible sup degree q r+1 but on the large ﬁeld GF (q m ) rather than
ports of size r for a rank code of length n over GF (q m ) on the base ﬁeld GF (q). The latter attack is based
corresponds to counting the number of subspaces of on the notion of q-polynomial [27] and is particularly
dimension r in GF (q m ): the Gaussian binomial eﬃcient when r is small. Moreover all these attacks
coeﬃcient of size roughly q rm , whose value is also can be declined in an hybrid approach where some
exponential but with a quadratic term in the expo unknowns are guessed.
nent.

Rank syndrome decoding problem (RSD) Let
H be a ((n − k) × n) matrix over GF (q m ) with k ≤ n,
s ∈ GF (q m )k and r an integer. The problem is to ﬁnd
x such that rank(x) = r and H xt = s

There exist two types of generic attacks on the prob
lem:
- combinatorial attacks: these attacks are usually
the best ones for small values of q (typically q = 2)
and when n and k are not too small, when q increases,
the combinatorial aspect makes them less eﬃcient.
The ﬁrst non-trivial attack on the problem was pro
posed by Chabaud and Stern [6] in 1996, then in 2002
Ourivski and Johannson [28] improved the previous
attack and proposed a new attack, meanwhile these
two attacks did not take account of the value of n
in the exponent. Very recently the two previous at
tacks were generalized in [18] by Gaborit et al. in

3

3.1

Low Rank Parity Check Codes
and their decoding
Deﬁnition of Low Rank Parity Check
codes

The idea of these codes is to generalize the classical
LDPC codes approach for Hamming distance to the
rank metric. There is a natural analogy between low
density matrices and matrices with low rank.
A Low Rank Parity Check (LRPC) code of rank d,
length n and dimension k over GF (q m ) is a code

such that the code has for parity check matrix, a probabilistic algorithm which decodes an error e up
(n − k) × n matrix H(hij ) such that the sub-vector to rank distance r = (n − k)/d.
space of GF (q m ) generated by its coeﬃcients hij has
1. Syndrome space computation
dimension at most d. We call this dimension the
weight of H. Denoting F the sub-vector space of
Compute the syndrome vector H.y t =
GF (q m ) generated by the coeﬃcients hij of H, we
s(s1 , · · · , sn−k ) and the syndrome space
denote by {F1 , F2 , · · · , Fd } one of its basis.
S =< s1 , · · · , sn−k >.
In practice it means that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n − k, 1 ≤
2. Recovering the support E of the error
j ≤ n, there exist hijl ∈ GF (q) such that hij =
d
h
F
.
Naturally
the
LRPC
codes
can
also
be
Deﬁne Si = Fi−1 S, the subspace where
l=1 ij l l
considered in a quasi-cyclic context in which the ma
all generators of S are multiplied by Fi−1 .
trix H is double circulant (a concatenation of two cir
Compute the support of the error E =
culant matrices), which permits to dramatically de
S1 ∩ S2 ∩ · · · ∩ Sd , and compute a basis
crease the size of the description of the matrix H.
{E1 , E2 , · · · , Er } of E.

3.2

Decoding algorithm for LRPC codes

3. Recovering the error vector e
Write ei (1 ≤ i ≤ n) in the error support as
ei = ni=1 eij Ej , solve the system H.et = s,
where the equations H.et and the syndrome
coordinates si are written as elements of
the product space P =< E .F > in the ba
sis {F1 E1 , · · · , F1 Er , · · · , Fd E1 , · · · , Fd Er }.
The system has nr unknowns (the eij ) in
Fq and (n − k).rd equations from the syn
drome.

The general idea of the algorithm is to use the fact
that all coordinates of the parity check matrix H be
long to the same vector space F of small dimension
d. Given an error e with associated support E of
dimension r and its associated syndrome s = H.et ,
we take advantage that when r and d are such that
rd ≤ n − k, the GF (q)-vector space S generated by
the coordinates of the syndrome S =< s1 , . . . , snk >
permits to recover, with a strong probability, the
4. Recovering the message x
whole product space P =< E .F > (generated by the
Recover x from the system xG = y − e.
Ei Fj , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ i ≤ d), of the error support E
and the LRPC small vector space F . Then knowing
the whole product space P =< E .F >= S and the Figure 1: Algorithm 1:a general decoding algorithm
space F , allows to recover E by a simple intersection for LRPC codes
of subspaces of the form: S times the inverse of the
elements of a basis of F . Once the support E of the
error e is recovered, it is easy to compute the exact 3.2.1 Correctness, probability of failure and
complexity of the decoding
value of each coordinate of e by solving a linear sys
tem.
The decoding algorithm is probabilistic since the prob
Consider a [n, k] LRPC code C of low weight d over
ability to recover a set of maximal independant ele
GF (q m ), with generator matrix G and dual (n − k) ×
ments of the syndrome space is probabilistic and also
n matrix H, such that all the coordinates hij of H
since there is very small probability that Step 2 recov
belong to a space F of rank d with basis {F1 , · · · , Fd }.
ers a greater space than E, but all these probabilities
Suppose the received word to be y = xG + e for x and can be easily evaluated. In term of complexity of de
e in GF (q m )n , and where e(e1 , · · · , en ) is the error coding it is possible to use a formal description of the
vector of rank r, which means that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ matrix H to compute the inversion of the coeﬃcients
n, ei ∈ E, a vector space of dimension r with basis of the error vector e with only a quadratic complexity
(say) {E1 , . . . , Er }. The Fig. 1 describes a general (see [15] for details). Overall we have the following

theorem:

ering G in systematic form permits to decrease a little
the size of the public key. The case of double circu
[[15]] Let H be a (n − k) × n dual matrix of a LRPC
lant LRPC codes (DC-LRPC) is of particular interest
m
codes with low rank d ≥ 2 over GF (q ), then algo
since it permits to dramatically decrease the size of
rithm 1 decodes a random error e of low rank r such
the public key: in that case the matrix H can be writ
that rd ≤ n − k, with failure probability q −(n−k+1−rd)
ten
(A|B) where A and B are two circulant invertible
and complexity r2 (4d2 m + n2 ).
LRPC matrices of low rank d and G can be written
G = ((A−1 B)t |I) (for At the transposed matrix of A).

4

4.1

Application of LRPC codes to
cryptography: the LRPC cryp
tosystem

• General parameters of the LRPC cryptosystem:
Writing the matrices of the system in systematic form
we obtain:
1. Size of public key (bits):
LRPC: (n −
nm
k)kmLog2 (q) / DC-LRPC: 2 Log2 (q)

The LRPC cryptosystem

The LRPC cryptosystem consists in applying a
McEliece-like or a Niederreiter-like encryption setting
to the LRPC family of decodable codes: Figure 2
presents the LRPC cryptosytem in a McEliece setting.
1. Key creation Choose a random [n, k]
LRPC code C over GF (q m ), with low rank
support F of weight d, which corrects errors
of rank r and with parity check matrix, a
(n − k) × n matrix H. Let G be a generator
matrix of the LRPC code C.
• Secret key: the LRPC (n − k) × n dual
matrix H
• Public key: a k × n generator matrix G
of the LRPC code C
2. Encryption
Translate the information vector M into a
word x, choose a random error e of rank r
on GF (q m ). The encryption of M is c =
xG + e.

2. Size of secret key (bits): a seed can be used to
recover the diﬀerent parameters
3. Size of message: LRPC: nmLog2 (q) / DC-LRPC:
nmLog2 (q)
4. Encryption rate: LRPC:

H.ct

and re
Compute the syndrome s =
cover the error vector e by decoding s with
the LRPC code, then compute xG = c − e
and recover x.

/ DC-LRPC:

1
2

For decryption and encryption, the computational
cost is dominated by the matrix-vector multiplication
and the cost of syndrome computing. In the case of
DC-LRPC , one can use the double-circulant structure
to improve computations. The cost of a multiplication
in the extension ﬁeld GF (q m ), in binary operations, is
mLog2 (m)Log2 (Log2 (m)) ([20]). The system in Fig.
2 is presented in a McEliece setting, in that case the
size of the message is larger than for the Niederreiter
setting but more can be proven regarding semantic
security.

4.2
4.2.1

3. Decryption

k
n

Security of the LRPC cryptosystem
Attacks on the LRPC cryptosystem

There are two type of attacks. The ﬁrst type of attacks
are direct attacks on the message, in which the at
tacker tries to recover directly the message by ﬁnding
the error e of rank r with classical attacks described
in Section 2.3. For the type of considered parameters,
Figure 2: The LRPC cryptosystem
the recent combinatorial attacks or algebraic attacks
The system works for any LRPC code C and consid of [15] are the most eﬃcient ones.

It is also possible to consider structural attacks
and try to attack directly the structure of the pub
lic key to recover the secret key. In particular one can
use the fact that all the elements of the dual LRPC
matrix H belong to the same subspace F of rank d.
Let D be the dual code generated by H. Denote by
Hi (1 ≤ i ≤ n − k) the n − k rows of H and consider
a word x of D obtained from linear combinations in
the small ﬁeld GF (q): x = n−k
i=1 ai Hi for ai ∈ GF (q).
All the coordinates of x belongs to F , now since F has
dimension d, ﬁxing d variables ai in GF (q) can allow
to put to zero a coordinate of x, overall since there are
n − k variables ai one can put to zero (with a good
probability depending of the matrix H), l(n − k)/dJ
coordinates positions of x. Therefore with a good
probability the dual code D contains a word x with
all coordinates in F and with l(n − k)/dJ coordinates
to zero which can be the ﬁrst l(n − k)/dJ coordinates
without loss of generality. Hence the attacker can at
tack the subcode D ' of D of all the words of D which
are zero on the ﬁrst l(n − k)/dJ coordinates. This
code D' is a [n − l(n − k)/dJ, n − k − l(n − k)/dJ] code
which, by the previous discussion, contains a word of
rank d.

In the table ’failure’ stands for probability of ’decryp
tion failure’, the size of the public key is in bits, the
security is in bits. We give parameters for diﬀerent
level of security, but also for diﬀerent decryption fail
ure, in particular it is possible to reach a 2−80 easily
at the cost of doubling the size of the key. Notice that
the parameters are very versatile. Although no special
attack is known for non prime number we choose to
consider prime numbers in general. The complexity
of decryption for the ﬁrst set of parameters is 220 bit
operations. In particular in terms of computation cost
the LRPC cryptosystem seems to compare very well
with the MDPC cryptosystem.

The previous structural attack uses deeply the struc
ture of the LRPC matrix so that the attacker has only
to attack a smaller code which contains at least one
word of rank d. This exponential attacks slightly re
duces the computational cost of the attack on the sys
tem and can be easily handled. This attack has an
equivalent attack for NTRU [21] and for MDPC codes
[26] in which the attacker uses the cyclicity to decrease
slightly the number of columns of the attacked matrix:
by removing columns corresponding to zeros of a small
weight vector of the secret key.

5.1

n
82
106
74

5

k
41
53
37

m
41
53
23

q
2
2
24

d
5
6
4

r
4
5
4

failure
-22
-24
-88

public key
1681
2809
3404

security
80
128
110

Zero-knowledge authentication
with rank metric
Previous work and deﬁnitions

In 1995 Chen proposed in [7] a 5-pass zero-knowledge
protocol based on rank metric with cheating proba
bility 1/2, the protocol was in the spirit of the Stern
SD protocol [30] meanwhile it turned out that the
protocol was not correct and was subsequently bro
ken in [17]. The main reason was that the zeroknowledge proof was false, especially since the author
failed to construct an equivalent notion of permuta
tion for Hamming distance which would associate any
word of rank weight r to any particular given word of
rank r. Indeed let x be a word of length n and rank r
with support E, then for any n × n random invertible
4.3 Examples of parameters
matrix P in the small ﬁeld GF (q), the word xP has
We give three examples of parameters for the DC also rank r but the support of x and xP are the same
LPRC case: an example with security 280 operations so that information leaks if one tries to hide x only by
which optimizes the size of the public key at 1680 bits turning it into xP .
with a decryption probability of 2−22 , an example with
The deﬁnition of the product ”∗” allows to obtain such
security 2128 , and at last an example with decryption
a property for rank metric. With the notation of Sec
failure probability of 2−80 .
tion 2.1: for a given basis β, we denote Φβ the inverse
These parameters update the parameters from [15] af of the function Vn → Mm,n (GF(q)) : x → x computed
ter the weak structural attack described in Section 4.4. with the basis β. [product] Let Q be in Mm,m (GF(q)),

v ∈ Vn and β a basis. We deﬁne the product Q∗v such
that Q ∗ v = Φβ (Qv), where v is constructed from the
basis β.
Then one can prove the following proposition which
gives the equivalent notion of permutation for Ham
ming distance but in a rank metric context:
[[17]] For any x, y ∈ Vn and rank(x) = rank(y),
it is possible to ﬁnd P ∈ Mn,n (GF(q)) and Q ∈
Mm,m (GF(q)) such that x = Q ∗ yP .

1. [Commitment step] The prover P chooses
x ∈ Vn , P ∈ GLn (GF(q)) and Q ∈ GLm (q).
He sends c1 , c2 , c3 such that :
c1 = hash(Q|P |H xt ), c2 = hash(Q ∗ xP ),
c3 = hash(Q ∗ (x + s)P )
2. [Challenge step] The veriﬁer V sends b ∈
{0, 1, 2} to P .
3. [Answer step] there are three possibilities :

5.2

Description of the protocol

The previous deﬁnition of the ”*” product permits to
obtain a rank metric adaptation of the Stern protocol
[30] which was presented in [17]: the masking of a
codeword by a permutation is replaced by the masking
x → Q ∗ xP which has the same property in terms of
rank distance as a permutation for a codeword with
Hamming distance, since it can transform any given
x with given rank to any element with the same rank.
In the following the notation (a|b) corresponds to the
concatenation of a and b. The notation hash(a) is the
hash value of a. A given basis β is ﬁxed and known
in advance for the ”*” product.
For the protocol a public k × n matrix over GF (q m )
H is ﬁxed. The secret key is a vector s of Vn (=
(GF (q m )n ) with rank r. The public key consists of
the matrix H, the syndrome i = H st and the rank
r of s. The protocol is described in Fig. 3. For the
protocol the small base ﬁeld is GF (2), (ie: q = 2). It
is proven in [17] that the protocol described in Fig.
3, is a 3-pass zero-knowledge protocol with cheating
probability 2/3.

• if b = 0, P reveals x and (Q|P )
• if b = 1, P reveals x + s and (Q|P )
• if b = 2, P reveals Q ∗ xP and Q ∗ sP
4. [Veriﬁcation step] there are three possibil
ities :
• if b = 0, V checks c1 and c2 .
• if b = 1, V checks c1 and c3 .
• if b = 2, V checks c2 and c3 and that
rank(Q ∗ sP ) = r.
Figure 3: Rank-SD protocol

from [17] after the recent improvements on generic
attacks of [18]). The fact that one can take a rank
weight r close to the rank Gilbert-Varshamov bound
permits to greatly decrease the size of the parameters.
Public matrix H : (n − k) × k × m = 2691 bits
Public key i : (n − k)m = 299 bits
Secret key s : r(m + n) = 360 bits

5.2.1

Example of parameters

If we consider, q = 2, n = 22, m = 23 and k = 9 one
obtains a minimal distance of 8 by the rank GilbertVarshamov bound [24], hence we can take r = 7 for the
rank weight of the secret. The security of the protocol
relies then on the security of the hash function and on
a general random instance of the RSD problem deﬁned
in Section 2. In that case with these parameters, the
best practical known attacks lead to a complexity of
at least 280 operations (these parameters are updated

Average number of bits exchanged in one
round: 2 hash + one word of GF(q m ) ∼ 820 bits.
Overall the protocol is more eﬃcient than the Stern
SD scheme and can probably be optimized as in [1].
For instance by cyclicity: if one considers a double
circulant matrix, the size of the public key decreases
to only a few hundred bits: a [22, 11] double circulant
code, q = 2, m = 29 , r = 7 leads to a public key
of 319 bits. A security of 2100 can be reached with
k = 9, n = 27, q = 2, m = 24 and r = 10.
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6.1

Signature with rank metric
High level overview

The traditional approach for decoding random syn
dromes, that is used by the CFS scheme [8] in Ham
ming distance for instance, consists in taking advan
tage of the decoding properties of a code (e.g. a Goppa
code) and considering parameters for which the pro
portion of decodable vectors – the decodable density
– is not too low. For the Hamming metric, this ap
proach leads to very ﬂat dual matrices, i.e, codes with
high rate and very low Hamming distance. In the rank
metric case, this approach leads to very small decod
able densities and does not work in practice. However,
it is possible to proceed otherwise. It turns out that
the decoding algorithm of LRPC codes can be adapted
so that it is possible to decode not only errors but also
(generalized) erasures. This new decoding algorithm
allows us to decode more rank errors since the sup
port is then partially known. In that case since the
size of the balls depends directly on the dimension of
the support, it leads to a dramatic increase of the size
of the decodable balls. Semantically, what happens is
that the signer can ﬁx an erasure space, which relaxes
the condition for ﬁnding a preimage. This approach
works because in the particular case of our algorithm,
it is possible to consider the erasure space at no cost
in terms of error correction: to put it diﬀerently, the
situation for LRPC codes is diﬀerent from traditional
Hamming metric codes for which “an error equals two
erasures”.
In practice it is possible to ﬁnd parameters (not ﬂat
at all) for which it is possible to decode a random
syndrome with the constraint that its support con
tains a ﬁxed random subspace. Fixing part of the
rank-support of the error, (the generalized erasure)
allows us more rank-errors. For suitable parameters,
the approach works then as follows: for a given ran
dom syndrome-space element s, one chooses a random
subspace T of ﬁxed dimension t (a generalized erasure
of Deﬁnition 2), and the algorithm returns a small
rank-weight word, whose rank-support E contains T ,
and whose syndrome is the given element s. Of course,
there is no unicity of the error e since diﬀerent choices
of T lead to diﬀerent errors e, which implies that the

n
16
16
16
20
27

n-k
8
8
8
10
9

m
18
18
18
24
20

q
240
28
216
28
26

d
2
2
2
2
3

t
2
2
2
3
2

r’
4
4
4
5
3

pk
57600
11520
23040
24960
23328

sign
8640
1728
3456
3008
1470

sec
130
80
120
104
120

Table 1: Examples of parameters for the RankSign
signature scheme
rank of the returned error is above the GVR bound
(the Rank Gilbert-Varshamov bound): it is however
only just above the GVR bound for the right choice
of parameters.

6.2

The RankSign signature scheme

In the following Figure 4 describes the RankSign
signature scheme based on the previous high level
overview and Table 1 gives some possible parameters,
all the details of the algorithm can be found in [16].
Notice that there is a security reduction which de
tails the unleakibility of the signature depending on
parameters of the scheme.
Parameters: Public key size: (k + t)(n − k)mLog2 (q)
Signature size: (m + n + t)rLog2 (q).

7

Advantages and limitations of
rank-based cryptography

We saw in this paper that there existed a very eﬃ
cient encryption algorithm for rank-based cryptogra
phy with very small public key comparable to RSA
and that it was also possible to obtain eﬃcient signa
ture and zero-knowledge authentication algorithms.

7.1

A semantical advantage

Rank-based cryptography belongs to the larger class
of post-quantum cryptosystems, which is an alterna
tive class of cryptosystems which are a priori resis
tant to a putative quantum computer. Indeed for

1. Secret key: an augmented LRPC code
over GF (q m ) with parity-check matrix
(R|H) of size (n − k) × (n + t) which can
decode r' errors and t generalized erasures:
a randomly chosen (n − k) × (n − k) matrix
A that is invertible in GF (q m ) a randomly
chosen (n + t) × (n + t) matrix P invertible
in GF (q).
2. Public key: the matrix H ' = A(R|H)P , a
small integer value l, a hash function hash.
3. Signature of a message M :
a) initialization: seed ← {0, 1}l , pick t ran
dom independent elements (e1 , · · · , et ) of
GF (q m )
b) syndrome:
GF (q m )n−k

s ← hash(M ||seed) ∈

c) decode by the LRPC matrix H, the syn
drome s' = A−1 .sT − R.(e1 , · · · , et )T with
erasure space T = (e1 , · · · , et ) and r' errors
by Algorithm 1.
d)
if
the
decoding
algorithm
works
and
returns
a
word
(et+1 , · · · , en+t ) of weight r = t + r' ,
signature=((e1 , · · · , en+t ).(P T )−1 , seed),
else return to a).
4. Veriﬁcation: Verify that Rank(e) = r =
t + r' and H ' .eT = s = hash(M ||seed).
Figure 4: The RankS ign signature algorithm

post-quantum cryptography the security of the cryp
tosystems is usually related to a NP-hard problem.
Of course the notion of NP-hardness being a worstcase reduction, it is a crude ﬁt for cryptography, but
for conﬁdence in the intrinsic hardness of a problem
it is better than no theoretical result at all as the
recent breakthrough on the discrete log problem in
small characteristic shows [2]. The particular appeal
of rank metric based problems compared to lattices or
(Hamming) codes based problems is that the practical
complexity of the best known attacks for rank-based
problems [18] grows very quickly when compared to
their Hamming counterpart [3]. As mentioned ear

lier in this paper, such attacks have a quadratic term
(related to parameters of the rank code) in their expo
nential coeﬃcient, while for Hamming distance prob
lems (and somehow also for heuristic LLL attacks for
problems based on Euclidean distance in lattice-based
cryptography), the best practical attacks have only an
exponential term whose exponent is linear in the code
parameters. This translates into rank codes having
a decoding complexity that behaves as exp(Ω(N 2/3 ))
rather than exp(Ω(N 1/2 )) for Hamming codes, where
N is the input size, i.e. the number of q-ary sym
bols needed to describe the code. In practice it means
that it is possible to obtain secure practical parame
ters (e.g. key sizes) of only a few thousand bits for
cryptographic schemes based on the diﬃculty of de
coding generic rank metric codes when at least a hun
dred thousand bits are needed for Hamming distance
codes or for lattices.
This situation is indeed a very important feature of
rank based cryptography since for lattice-based or
(Hamming) code-based cryptography, in order to have
practical cryptosystems one has to add structure any
way, since the smaller size of parameters correspond
ing to hard practical instances of general instances of
a problem (like ﬁnding the minimum norm of a lat
tice or the minimum weight of a code) are of size at
least several thousand bits. In practice the diﬃculty
of attacking a particular cryptosystem is related to at
tacking a structured matrix, like for instance an ideal
lattice or a quasi-cyclic code, but in that case noth
ing is really known on the theoretical diﬃculty of the
problem. For instance the possibility does exist that
there would be a quantum algorithm which could ad
dress these problems in polynomial time (even a non
quantum algorithm is an option), when in the case of
completely random instances, since the problems are
NP-complete, it is widely believed that ﬁnding such
an algorithm is unlikely.
In particular is possible to construct cryptographic
schemes, like for instance the zero-knowledge authen
tication scheme of [17], whose security relies on gen
eral random instances of the Rank Syndrome Decod
ing problem.
In terms Hamming and rank distance we can do an
analogy with the case of discrete logarithm: best
known attacks for solving the discrete logarithm prob

lem on a ﬁeld are sub-exponential when best known at
tacks on a more complex structure like elliptic curves
makes the best attacks exponential. In the case of
the decoding problem, going from Hamming distance
to rank distance increases the complexity from a lin
ear exponential complexity to a quadratic exponential
complexity. As explained earlier this fact results from
the combinatorial analogy between Newton and Gaus
sian binomials.

7.2

Practical cryptosystems

combinatorial attacks for rank metric are in the spirit
the best known attacks for Hamming distance (like
for instance the Information Set Decoding attacks), it
would be a surprise that it would be possible to do
clearly better that what is done for equivalent attacks
for the Hamming case. Indeed in the last 50 years,
the improvement on the general decoding problem of
random codes for the Hamming case have resulted in
an improvement of 15% in the constant of the expo
nential factor ([3]) (in the asymptotic case moreover).
Therefore even if some work still need to be done the
situation seems rather positive.

Regarding the comparison with lattices, there are
In the previous section we described a semantical ad
clearly less available primitives, in the present situ
vantage of rank metric compared to Euclidean dis
ation it is not possible to obtain IBE or FHE schemes
tance or Hamming distance, what about the practu
for instance with rank distance. Moreover in term
cality of it ?
of reduction there is not, for the moment, equiva
As we saw in Section 4 it is possible to construct lent notion of the LWE scheme which permits to have
cryptographic schemes, like for instance the zero- reduction to general instance of Euclidean distance
knowledge authentication scheme of [17], whose se problems, neither is there the notion of worst-case to
curity relies on general random instances of the Rank average-case reduction, even if one can question the
Syndrome Decoding problem. But at the diﬀerence of real interest of this notion since it gives an average
lattice-based cryptography there is not yet an equiv case reduction to a clearly weaker problem (an approx
alent of the LWE algorithm, so that the security of imation with a polynomial factor), not to mention the
an encryption scheme relies on attacking random in case of structured lattices for which no reduction is
stances of a diﬃcult problem, but still if it was to exist known besides the worst-case to average-case reduc
it would be a very strong result. It is possible to con tion.
struct encryption scheme analogous to NTRU like we
saw in section 3, but there is an added structure.
In practice though rank-based cryptography proposes
very eﬃcent scheme for encryption (like LRPC en
cryption scheme) relying on trapdoor with low struc
ture (like the NTRU scheme), and eﬃcient schemes for
signature and authentication. Moreover in the case of
authentication the security relies on attacking random
general instances of the Rank Decoding problem.

7.3

Potential limitations

If one compares rank-based cryptography with (Ham
ming) code based cryptography in term of cryptosys
tems eﬃciency the situation is very similar in term
of type of available primitives but for rank distance
the key sizes seems though a little smaller in general.
Of course general attacks for the Hamming case have
been studied for a longer time, but since best known
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Conclusion

In this presentation paper we tried to present rankbased cryptography and especially recent results re
garding cryptosystems and computational complexity
results. These results show that rank-based cryptog
raphy has a strong potential in terms of size of keys
because of the inherent diﬃculty of the RSD prob
lem and its links with the Gaussian binomial which
counts subspaces of given dimension. We highlighted
the LRPC cryptosystem which beneﬁts from a very
low public key of less than 2, 000 bits and is moreover
very fast. We also highlighted the analogy between the
NTRU cryptosystem, the MDPC cryptosystem and
the present LRPC cryptosystem which are based on
similar ideas. We also presented the rank-SD authen
tication scheme and eventually gave the general ideas

on which relies the RankSign signature scheme which
has also relatively small public keys.
Overall even if more scrutiny is needed from the
communauty, all these recent results propose new
promising direction for rank-based cryptography and
indicate that rank-based cryptography is a credible
candidate for post-quantum cryptography, with still
many areas to improve but with also already eﬃ
cient schemes like for instance the encryption LRPC
scheme. In the post-quantum perspective there are
not so many alternative and rank-based cryptography
seems to be one the very few possible candidates.
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